Golden Ring Tour – Part 4

Spaso-Preobrazhensky Monastery (Yaroslav Museum-Reserve)
The Transfiguration of the Saviour Cathedral was once the monastery's main cathedral.
https://rusmania.com/central/yaroslavl-region/yaroslavl/sights/around-bogoyavlenskayaploschad/spaso-preobrazhensky-monastery-yaroslavl-museum-reserve
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Built onto the Transfiguration of the Saviour Cathedral is the Yaroslavl Miracle-Workers Church
which is dedicated to Prince Fyodor of Yaroslavl and his sons David and Konstantin. All three have
since been canonised and are considered local saints of Yaroslavl. The church was built between
1827 and 1831 in the classical style and its front is decorated with six columns.
The monastery’s massive belfry stands at
almost 32 metres tall. The lower part of the
belfry dates from the mid-16th century.
This was added to in the beginning of the
19th century when another tier was built on
with a dome. The structure, especially its
upper tiers, was heavily damaged during
the 1918 Uprising and subsequently
restored in the 1920s and 1950s. In addition
to the 18 bells which are part of the belfry,
the Our Lady of Pechersk Church is also
located inside. Tickets can be brought to
enjoy great views of the historical part of
Yaroslavl from the very top, which can be
reached via narrow and occasionally steep
staircases inside.
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https://luxeadventuretraveler.com/bearsymbol-yaroslavl-gadvrussia/
As the story goes, Prince Yaroslav was
sailing down the Volga River and noticed a
tribe had settled on a plateau where the
Volga met the Kotorsol River. The Prince
immediately recognized the trading
potential of the confluence and set out to
take the land from the tribe. The tribe had a
bear that they considered sacred and to be
their secret defense weapon. They released
the ferocious bear on Prince Yaroslavl the
second he came ashore.
A battle between man and bear ensued,
though the bear fell when the Prince struck
it over the head with his axe. With their idol
now dead, the tribe didn’t put up further
fight for their land and the new Christian
city of Yaroslavl was founded. The bear has
served as the symbol of the city ever since.
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Church of the Ascension in the Rostov Kremlin
http://magic-ays.com/Ancient_Buildings/Rostov-Kremlin.htm

St John the Theologian's Gate-Church, Rostov Kremlin
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Hodegetria Icon Church, Rostov Kremlin / State Museum Preserve, Rostov Kremlin
In the north-western corner of the kremlin's central part stands the Hodegetria Icon
Church. Out of all the kremlin's churches this was the last to be built, having been
constructed between 1692 and 1693 under Jonah's successor as metropolitan. It is
rectangular in form with a single tiled-dome on the raised part of the building in the centre.
It is an example of the Moscow baroque architectural style. Outside it is decorated with a
pattern of triangles which gives the effect of reliefs from afar. The building now houses an
exhibition on the era of baroque and rococo architectural styles.
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Resurrection of Christ Gate-Church, Rostov
Kremlin
The Resurrection of Christ Gate-Church is
built over the gate which connects
Cathedral Square with the central part of
the kremlin. It dates from 1670 and was
also constructed as part of Jonah's building
programme. Like the St John the
Theologian's Gate-Church, the Resurrection
Church-Gate comprises two towers forming
the gate on the outside of the kremlin and a
closed gallery on the inside, but instead of
green domes, this church has grey ones.
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Rostov Kremlin belfry
https://rusmania.com/central/yaroslavl-region/rostov-veliky/sights/in-the-historicalcentre/rostov-kremlin

souvenirs
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Samuilov Building
(Art Gallery and Ancient Russian Culture Exhibition), located practically in the centre of the
kremlin, dates from the 17th century but extra stories were added in the 18th century. Originally
built as the metropolitan's chambers, it now holds the kremlin's main museum. It includes a
gallery of Russian painting from the 18th to early 20th century and an exhibition hall on ancient
Russian culture. Several temporary exhibitions on various themes are also held here.
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Miracle-Image of the Saviour Church
The Miracle-Image of the Saviour Church
was built next to the kremlin walls in 1675 to
serve as one of the main buildings in
Metropolitan Jonah's new residence. It is
built onto the White Chambers which
housed the metropolitan's palace and a
refectory. Above this is the church decorated
with frescoes painted in 1675 by masters
from Yaroslavl which have survived to this
day. On top of the building stands a single
golden dome.
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https://www.moscovery.com/pereslavl-zalessky/
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Pleshcheyevo
Lake Pleshcheyevo (Russian: Плеще́ево о́ зеро, IPA: [plʲɪˈɕːejɪvə ˈozʲɪrə]), a lake in Russia, and
formerly a resort for Russian tsars, is located in Yaroslavl Oblast. The town of Pereslavl-Zalessky
is on the southeastern side of the lake.[1]
The lake, which is part of Pleshcheyevo National Park, covers an area of over 51 km², its length
being 9.5 kilometres (5.9 mi) and its shoreline 28 kilometres (17 mi).
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Golden Ring bus
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Located on the shore is a legendary twelveton boulder, the "Blue stone", which was

worshipped by pagans in centuries past,
and is still a venue for celebrating Russian
Orthodox holidays. Sin-Kamen (СиньКамень, in Russian literally – Blue Stone, or
Blue Rock) is a type of pagan sacred stones,
widespread in Russia in areas historically
inhabited by both Eastern Slavic (Russian),
and Uralic tribes (Merya, Muroma).
The Sin-Kamen (Blue Rock) near Lake
Pleshcheyevo used to be a Meryan shrine
[The Merya people (Russian: меря; also
Merä) inhabited a territory corresponding
roughly to what is now the area of the
Golden Ring or Zalesye region of Russia,
including the modern-day Moscow,
Yaroslavl, Kostroma, Ivanovo, and Vladimir
If used as a personal name, Sin-Kamen (Blue
Rock) usually refers to the most famous
sacred stone of this kind, located on a shore
of Lake Pleshcheyevo near PereslavlZalesskiy.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Stone_(Russia)

https://rusmania.com/central/yaroslavl-region/pereslavl-zalessky/sights-in-pereslavlzalessky/in-the-north-of-the-city/the-blue-stone-and-kleschin-gorodische
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Tourist groups often travel to the Well of St. Barbara, which is situated ten minutes
away from the city. Here we took a dip in the cold water within the well.
http://www.potomacisee.org/bang_newsletter/the-legend-of-saint-barbara-patron-saintof-miners/ legend of St. Barbara
https://www.fisheaters.com/customsadvent2a.html (feast day)
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The ladies are dressed for church, with the mandatory skirt and head covering.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pereslavl-Zalessky
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https://en.wikivoyage.org/wiki/Pereslavl_Zalessky Spaso-Preobrazhensy Cathedral
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Alexander Nevsky Monument / plaque, commemorating his birthplace
https://steemit.com/travel/@manavendra/the-birthplace-of-alexander-nevsky-pereslavlzalessky
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St. Nicholas Monastery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Nicholas_Monastery_(Pereslavl-Zalessky)
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St. Nicholas, patron saint of Russia. Saint Nicholas is a popular subject portrayed on
countless Eastern Orthodox icons, particularly Russian and Serbian ones. He is depicted
as an Orthodox bishop, wearing the omophorion and holding a Gospel Book. Sometimes
he is depicted wearing the Eastern Orthodox mitre, sometimes he is bareheaded.
Iconographically, Nicholas is depicted as an elderly man with a short, full, white, fluffy
beard and balding head. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Nicholas

Monument of Peter the Great
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http://tkbotik.ru/kafe-botik/ Café Botik (shape of a boat). May Tour bus (foreground)

Museum of the Flat Iron http://russiatrek.org/blog/society/the-museum-of-flat-iron-ofpereslavl-zalessky-town/
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Our last stop: Sergiev Posad, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinity_Lavra_of_St._Sergius

This photo of The Holy Trinity-St. Sergius Lavra is courtesy of TripAdvisor The Trinity Lavra of
St. Sergius (Russian: Тро́ице-Се́ргиева Ла́вра) is the most important Russian monastery and the
spiritual centre of the Russian Orthodox Church. The monastery is situated in the town of Sergiyev
Posad, about 70 km to the north-east from Moscow by the road leading to Yaroslavl, and currently is
home to over 300 monks.
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The main thing we saw at the Trinity Lavra of St. Sergius was a bone fragment relic that
pilgrims from all parts of the Russian world come to see and honor:

My personal experience after witnessing the bone fragment relic was that there were
truly “sacred vibrations” abounding at the sacred site.

Since I did not have any other photos of the sacred site, I placed the following links for
further information and elucidation about the sacred site and the pilgrimage I made to
that holy place in Ancient Holy Russia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sergiyev_Posad
Sergiyev Posad (Russian: Се́ ргиев Поса́д, IPA: [ˈsʲɛrgʲɪ(j)ɪf pɐˈsat]) is a city and the
administrative center of Sergiyevo-Posadsky District in Moscow Oblast, Russia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinity_Lavra_of_St._Sergius
The Trinity Lavra of St. Sergius (Russian: Тро́ ице-Се́ ргиева Ла́вра) is the most important
Russian monastery and the spiritual centre of the Russian Orthodox Church. The monastery is
situated in the town of Sergiyev Posad, about 70 km to the north-east from Moscow by the
road leading to Yaroslavl, and currently is home to over 300 monks.
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<a href="https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g445047-d321306i135825400-The_Holy_Trinity_St_Sergius_LavraSergiyev_Posad_Sergiyevo_Posadsky_Distr.html#135825400"><img alt="" src="https://mediacdn.tripadvisor.com/media/photo-s/08/18/87/c9/caption.jpg"/></a><br/>This photo of The
Holy Trinity-St. Sergius Lavra is courtesy of TripAdvisor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sergius_of_Radonezh
Venerable Sergius of Radonezh (Russian: Се́ ргий Ра́донежский, Sergii Radonezhsky; 14 May
1314 – 25 September 1392), also transliterated as Sergey Radonezhsky or Serge of Radonezh,
was a spiritual leader and monastic reformer of medieval Russia. Together with Venerable
Seraphim of Sarov, he is one of the Russian Orthodox Church's most highly venerated saints.
http://www.stsl.ru/languages/en/index.php
<a href="https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g445047-d321306i135825364-The_Holy_Trinity_St_Sergius_LavraSergiyev_Posad_Sergiyevo_Posadsky_Distr.html#135825364"><img alt="" src="https://mediacdn.tripadvisor.com/media/photo-s/08/18/87/c9/caption.jpg"/></a><br/>This photo of The
Holy Trinity-St. Sergius Lavra is courtesy of TripAdvisor
https://www.stinnocentchurch.com/whyrelics.html (Why Relics?)
St. Sergius of Radonezh
About 45 miles northeast of Moscow, in the city of Sergiev Posad, (previously known as Zagorsk
in Communist times), similar thousands of pilgrims flock to the Holy Trinity-St. Sergius Lavra
Monastery (see Beautiful Russia: Sergiev Posad) in order to venerate the relics of St. Sergius of
Radonezh (photo to the left), which are located in the Holy Trinity Church (see The Life of
St.Sergius). In Russia today many of the relics of saints that had been confiscated by the
communists, have been recovered and returned to their traditional resting places
http://orthochristian.com/102999.html

WHAT IS THE BASIS FOR VENERATING SAINTS' RELICS?
Fr. John Whiteford
The Relics of St. Sergius of Radonezh
The veneration of the relics of the saints is rooted in several Biblical truths, as well as in the
Tradition of the Church.
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1). Unlike the pagan Greeks, we believe in the goodness of creation. As we are told in Genesis
1:31, when God completed his work of creation:
"And God saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very good."
Consequently, we believe that God can and does use material things to impart grace, as is seen
throughout both the Old and New Testaments.
2). God honors those who honor him.
"for them that honor me I will honor, and they that despise me shall be lightly esteemed" (1
Samuel 2:30).
"if any man serve me, him will my Father honor" (John 12:26).
"Wondrous is God in His saints; the God of Israel, He will give power and strength unto His
people. Blessed is God" (Psalm 67[68]:35 LXX).
3). God has worked miracles through the relics of the saints in Scripture.
We are told that when the Prophet Elijah was taken up to heaven in fiery chariot, his mantle fell
to the Prophet Elisha:
"And he took the mantle of Elijah that fell from him, and smote the waters, and said, Where is
the Lord God of Elijah? and when he also had smitten the waters, they parted hither and
thither: and Elisha went over" (2 Kings 2:14).
Furthermore, when the Prophet Elisha himself died, he was buried in a cave, but then a man
was raised from the dead by touching his relics. After his death, the Moabites invaded, and
when some men where burying another man in that area, when they saw the Moabite raiders,
"they cast the man into the sepulchre of Elisha: and when the man was let down, and touched
the bones of Elisha, he revived, and stood up on his feet." (2 Kings 13:20-21).
And in the New Testament we read that "God wrought special miracles by the hands of Paul: So
that from his body were brought unto the sick handkerchiefs or aprons, and the diseases
departed from them, and the evil spirits went out of them" (Acts 19:11-12).
https://en.paperblog.com/relics-4-st-sergius-of-radonezh-1178901/
Relics – 4 – St Sergius of Radonezh - Paperblog
https://en.paperblog.com › SPIRITUALITY › RELIGION
Above is a reliquary showing a bone fragment (ex ossibus) of Saint Sergius of Radonezh, the
humble, ascetic spiritual leader of Russia in the 14th century and ...
Holy relic type
unless specified otherwise below, "holy relic" means a fragment of a bone of the saint
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iVr0CTrnknE youtube video 1:11 INCONCLUSIVE
Revealing the Remains of St. Sergius (1919)
One of the earliest and clumsiest of examples of Bolshevik anti-religious propaganda was the
attempt to unmask the fraudulent holy remains of fifteenth-century St. Sergius of Radonezh
in the monastery of Sergiev Posad, which he founded. Although scientists did prove that the
relics were not authentic, believers were not assuaged by the rationalistic attempt to rid
them of their religious prejudices.
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MAY TOUR – group

Farewell gathering -- Прощальная встреча
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Back in Moscow – the Moscow River.
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